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Turbulence-resolving Simulations of Swirling Flows

Ardalan Javadi

Department of Applied Mechanics
Division of Fluid Dynamics
Chalmers University of Technology

Abstract
A series of numerical investigations is undertaken using a wide range of turbulence mod-
els including conventional and non-conventional URANS models, hybrid URANS-LES
methods and LES to capture a large variety of physical mechanisms that produce pres-
sure pulsations in the swirling flows. The available knowledge about these pulsations,
which are usual in hydropower, are still far from complete. When the swirl is moder-
ately low, a stable on-axis structure generates in the pipe. If the swirl exceeds a certain
level, the flow patterns associated with the swirl dominated vortex motions vacillate. A
key feature of strongly swirling flows is vortex breakdown. The vortex breakdown is an
abrupt change in the core of a slender vortex and typically develops downstream into a
recirculatory “bubble” or a helical pattern. The swirl effects are usually seen as either the
desired result of design or unavoidable, possibly unforeseen, side effects which comprise a
forced vortex core centered around its axis of rotation. The vortex breakdown is an invis-
cid process and the pulsations caused by the vortex breakdown and their impact on the
efficiency and hydraulic structures of water turbines depend on the flow rate, the velocity
distribution after the runner, the shape of the draft tube, and the dynamic response of
the whole hydraulic structure. The high level of unsteadiness in the flow field necessitates
the utilization of appropriate turbulence treatments to predict the complexity of the flow
structures.

Time-accurate Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) models are primarily use-
ful for capturing large-scale flow structures, while the details of the small-scale turbu-
lence eddies are filtered out in the averaging process. In many cases also the large-scale
structures are damped by the URANS modeling which is formulated to model all the
turbulence. The swirling flows in a pipe are dominated by large-scale detached eddies,
therefore the URANS models should be capable of predicting the flow fields. The qual-
ity of the URANS results is very dependent on the underlying turbulence model. The
knowledge about URANS is limited to the simplest (most robust) linear eddy-viscosity
models which are available in the proprietary codes. The inability of the conventional
linear eddy-viscosity models available in a CFD code should thus not be generalized
to the URANS method alone. The conventional linear eddy-viscosity model provides a
direct link between the turbulent stress tensor and the mean strain rate, forcing them
to be directly in phase, which is wrong. In the highly swirling flows, the curvature of
the streamlines should be taken into account for a better predicting of the flow fields.
Reynolds Stress Models (RSM) have the potential to significantly improve the flow pre-
dictions by resolving anisotropy and incorporating more sensitivity and receptivity of
the underlying instabilities and unsteadiness. Since they are difficult to use they are



not widely used in industry. Most of the RSMs are not robust for highly swirling flows
because of instability in the rapid part of the pressure-strain term in the transport equa-
tion. The Explicit Algebraic Reynolds Stress Models (EARSMs) are simplified RSMs
that are much more numerically and computationally robust and have been found to
be comparable to standard two-equation models in computational effort. The EARSMs
assume that the Reynolds stress tensor can be expressed in the strain and vorticity rate
tensors.

A more advanced approach, also called the second generation URANS method, is the
hybrid URANS-LES method which is capable of capturing the high level of unsteadiness
and handling the anisotropic and highly dynamic character of turbulent swirling flows.
An extended series of turbulence models is scrutinized in this work while the main focus
is on the Detached-eddy simulation (DES) method. The DES method is a promising hy-
brid URANS-LES strategy capable of simulating internal flows dominated by large-scale
detached eddies at practical Reynolds numbers. Another hybrid URANS-LES method
is scale-adaptive simulation (SAS). This method is based on detecting the unsteadiness
according to the velocity gradients in the flow field. This method gives better results
than LES in a highly swirling flow in a pipe using a relatively coarse resolution.

Keywords: Hydropower, Swirling Flow, Vortex Breakdown, Flow Control, Turbulence
Modeling, URANS, Hybrid URANS-LES, DDES, SAS, LES
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Preface
This thesis consists of three chapters and two appendices. Introduction identifies the
physical mechanisms involved in the swirling flows and presents an overview of the ap-
propriate numerical methods. Summary of papers explains the methodology and out-
comes of the papers and finally Conclusion delineates the main products of the thesis.
This thesis also consists of two appendices. Appendix A is about the implementation
of two turbulence models, the elliptic-blending Reynolds stress model (EBRSM), and
implementation of a hybrid URANS-LES method coupled with EBRSM. Appendix B
includes eight papers, which are the main scientific contribution of the work.
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1 Introduction
Confined turbulent swirling flows are encountered in many industrial applications, such
as hydraulic turbines, gas turbine combustors and internal combustion engines. A key
feature of the strongly swirling flows is vortex breakdown. Vortex breakdown is an
abrupt change in the core of a slender vortex and typically develops downstream into
a recirculatory “bubble” or a helical pattern [13, 14]. The vortex breakdown may be
beneficial, e.g. increasing heat transfer or the combustion rate in heat exchangers and
combustors, or detrimental, e.g. yielding pressure pulsations in hydraulic turbines. The
characteristics of various breakdown states (or modes) in swirling flows depend mainly
on the swirl number (Sr),

Sr =

∫ R

0
UθUar

2dr

R
∫ R

0
U2
ardr

, (1.1)

where Ua is the axial velocity, Uθ is the tangential velocity and R is the cross-section
radius.

Gupta et al. [16] observed that the vortex breakdown for turbulent flows at low
swirl numbers is dominated by large-scale unsteadiness due to the onset of a slowly
precessing helical vortex core. The precessing vortex core is related to the oscillatory
motion of non-turbulent coherent structures, yielding the dominant frequency of the
energy spectrum. It is known that, as the swirl number increases, the oscillatory motion
of the coherent structure becomes more pronounced [17]. For nonswirl flow, the jet
can rotate in either direction, while when a slight swirl is included, the precessing vortex
counter-rotates to the direction of the swirl [18]. Several modes of precession are observed
as the swirl intensity increases, in which the precession, as well as the spiral structure,
reverses direction [19]. The inclusion of a slight swirl (Sr = 0.1) at the inlet can reduce the
helical precession speed and may cause the rotation of the precessing helical vortex to be
against the mean swirl [18]. When the swirl increases to Sr = 0.5, a central recirculation
zone occurs, which is a typical manifestation of vortex breakdown [18]. This central
reversed flow is the result of a low-pressure region created by the centrifugal force. For
swirling flow in a straight circular pipe at a fixed Reynolds number (Re), it is well known
that, above a threshold swirl number, a disturbance develops along the vortex core,
characterized by the onset of a limited region of reversed flow along the axis. This marks
the transition from a supercritical to a subcritical swirling flow state [20]. As the swirl
number increases to moderate levels, the flow is known to become more axisymmetric
with an on-axis recirculation, marking the onset of bubble-type vortex breakdown.

The first analysis of sudden-expansion pipe flows was made by Borda [15] and the
literature has since been concerned with confirming his expression for the overall loss.
However, this flow is still not well understood, especially for strongly swirling flow, where
the swirl number is about unity. There are only a handful detailed numerical studies that
treat the coherent structures and vortex breakdown [2, 3]. At elevated swirl intensities
(Sr > 0.6), the swirling jet emanating from the expansion is deflected toward the wall,
the secondary recirculation region close to the corner contracts and reversal of the flow
becomes evident near the centerline of the expansion [21]. The global frequency of the
flow field belongs to the precessing helical vortex, which oscillates about the centerline
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basically in a symmetrical fashion in spite of instantaneous asymmetries. The vortex
core precession has been experimentally [21] and numerically [2, 3] observed to be both
co-rotating and counter-rotating with the mean swirl direction. Dellenback et al. [21]
reported that the precessing vortex core vanishes for Sr ∼ 0.4, that there is a bubble-type
vortex breakdown for Sr < 0.6 and that there is a strong on-axis tube of recirculating
flow for higher swirl numbers. Thus, there is a maximum swirl number beyond which no
precessing vortex core will occur. Dellenback et al. [21] also reported that the precession
frequencies appear independent at large Reynolds numbers (Re > 105) but follow a slowly
decreasing function of Re at lower Reynolds numbers.

The boundary conditions also play a prominent role to reproduce the physical mech-
anism of the vortex breakdown. The swirl intensity determines the occurrence of the
vortex breakdown. The swirl depends on the axial and tangential velocity components
that specify the physical mechanism of the breakdown. For swirling flows in a pipe, the
former determines the radius of the vortex core and the later specifies the character of
the on-axis axial velocity (jet- or wake-like). The inlet boundary condition is usually
unknown at the draft tube inlet of the hydraulic turbomachines. To prevail this prob-
lem, the rotor-stator interaction which is the interaction between the guide vane and the
runner blades, is considered and to retain the upstream effects on the flow in the draft
tube.

The fixed-speed turbines in the power plants work most efficiently at the design point
that delineates the best combination of the speed, head and discharge. At the design
point (BEP), water turbines generally operate with little swirl entering the draft tube and
without flow separations from the draft tube walls, whereas at off-design, at both full (HL)
and part (PL) load, the flow leaving the turbine has a large tangential component. The
hydraulic efficiency drops sharply due to this tangential component. It is known that a
mitigated level of residual swirl downstream the runner delays boundary layer separation
at the draft tube wall in the conical section and thus aids the pressure recovery [22].
The large swirl intensities, however, can decrease the performance by forming an on-axis
recirculation regions [6, 7, 23]. Clausen et al. [22] showed that there is a narrow range of
swirl intensities that prevents both recirculation and separation. When swirl increases,
a vortex breakdown occurs.

The double-regulated Kaplan turbine stays close to the BEP efficiency by an ad-
justment of both the guide vane and runner blade angles with the flow rate. The key
advantage of the axial-flow Kaplan turbine is the ability to operate at above 90% effi-
ciency at low heads and high rotational speeds. The available range of runner blade angle
adjustment is usually selected in a way as to permit high efficiency and a controlled resid-
ual swirl in the foreseen load range. Although the Kaplan turbine has a wide range of
operation it may still have a significant residual swirl at PL. At PL, the range of flow
where the draft tube swirl is organized to a vortex rope with a well-defined frequency is
between 75 and 88% of QBEP [23]. Compared to Francis turbines, this range is much
narrower and closer to the best-efficiency condition [23].

As mentioned above, the on-axis recirculation region and the ensuing helical vortex
rope in the draft tube is a major source of loss. A prevention or mitigation of the vortex
breakdown can significantly improve the stability of the flow and decrease the level of
unsteadiness in the draft tube. Nishi et al. [24] used fins to mitigate the pulsation in the
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draft tube. They showed that an installation of fins on the draft tube wall increases the
operating range of a Francis turbine. Kjeldsen et al. [25] proposed a method to reduce
the pressure pulsations in a Francis draft tube by injecting high speed water jets from
distributed positions from the draft tube walls. The jets were injected tangentially and
angled downstream with respect to the machine axis. The water consumption is however
very high in that method, which reduces the efficiency of the machine. Recently the
injection of a continuous jet from the runner crown center was studied by Susan-Resiga
et al. [26], and Tănasă et al. [27]. The purpose was to mitigate the vortex rope by
flushing it downstream with the jet. This leads to a significant reduction of the pressure
pulsations of the vortex rope, but still at the cost of a high flow rate in the jet. A successful
approach to prevent or mitigate the vortex breakdown should address the momentum
deficit near the axis but not close to the wall.

A prevention or mitigation of the vortex breakdown can significantly improve the
stability of the flow and decrease the level of unsteadiness in the draft tube. A successful
approach should address the momentum deficit near the axis but not close to the wall.
In this thesis, continuous slot jets with different axial and circumferential momentum
fluxes are utilized to control the vortex breakdown and the vortex rope. The purpose
is to use a small flow rate to manipulate the boundary layer at the crown to avoid the
initiation of the vortex rope in the first place. The vortex breakdown control is an issue
that should be genuinely addressed in future works.

Time-accurate Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) models are primarily use-
ful for capturing large-scale flow structures, while the details of the small-scale turbulence
eddies are filtered out in the averaging process. In many cases also the large-scale struc-
tures are damped by the URANS modeling, which is formulated to model all the turbu-
lence. The highly swirling flows are turbulent, unsteady-periodic and anisotropic. The
URANS method is capable of predicting the large-scale structures in unsteady-periodic
flows [28, 29]. Another approach to capture the high level of unsteadiness and to handle
the anisotropic and highly dynamic character of turbulent swirling flows is the hybrid
URANS-LES method. The partially averaging Navier-Stocks (PANS) method [31] uses a
concept which corresponds to a filtering operation for a portion of the fluctuating scales.
PITM [32] which is acronym for Partially Integrated Transport Model, is a seamless hy-
brid URANS-LES method. The amount of resolved energy is to be controlled by making
the equations of the model dependent on the filter width. This can be achieved by using
a transport equation for the dissipation rate that is a modification of the usual equation
used in URANS. Scale-adaptive simulation (SAS) [30] is another hybrid URANS-LES
method which is based on detecting the unsteadiness according to the velocity gradients
in the flow field. An extended series of turbulence models is scrutinized in this work
while the main focus is on the Detached-eddy simulation (DES) method [33]. DES is a
promising hybrid URANS-LES strategy capable of simulating internal flows dominated
by large-scale detached eddies at practical Reynolds numbers. The method aims at en-
trusting the boundary layers with URANS while the detached eddies in separated regions
or outside the boundary layers are resolved using LES. DES predictions of massively sep-
arated flows, for which the technique was originally designed, are typically superior to
those achieved using the URANS models, especially in terms of the three-dimensional
and time-dependent features of the flow. The present work gives a thorough comparison
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between the different levels of unsteady turbulence modeling, applied to swirling flow.
This thesis consists of advanced numerical simulations of the highly swirling flows

through a sudden-expansion at practical Reynolds numbers. The capability of advanced
numerical techniques is practiced in capturing the physical mechanisms engendered by the
swirl. A swirl generator that generates highly swirling flows is studied with rotor-stator
interaction using a wide range of turbulence treatments. The ability of the conventional
eddy-viscosity models, the DDES method and LES turbulence models are scrutinized to
predict the vortex breakdown in the conical diffuser. The experience gained with the
investigation of the swirl generator is used to study the U9 Kaplan turbine model in
different operating conditions. The conventional and non-conventional URANS models,
and the DDES method is scrutinized using the rotor-stator interaction.
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2 Summary of papers

2.1 Paper A
Paper A provides advanced numerical simulations of the flow in a swirl generator.
A highly swirling turbulent flow engendered by the rotor-stator interaction of a swirl
generator is investigated using LES and DES. A deeper understanding of such a flow
physics is only possible with advanced numerical simulations which are rarely available
in the literature. The delayed DES Spalart-Allmaras (DDES-SA), improved DDES-SA,
shear stress transport DDES (DDES-SST), and a dynamic k-equation LES are studied.
A mesh sensitivity study is performed on the hybrid methods, including the ability of
capturing the details of the flow field. It is shown that all methods are capable of
predicting the large-scale flow features, e.g. the vortex breakdown and the corresponding
on-axis recirculation region. It is also shown that all hybrid methods capture most of
the small-scale coherent structures, even with a relatively coarse mesh resolution. The
various shielding functions of the hybrid methods are analyzed, distinguishing the location
of the transition between URANS and LES mode. The high Reynolds number of the flow
causes problems for LES to capture detailed unsteadiness of the flow, although the main
feature of the flow (precessing vortex and vortex breakdown) is predicted reasonably. The
precessing vortex occurs far from the wall. It is thus possible to use a relatively coarse
resolution at the walls together with the hybrid URANS-LES method. The LES model,
on the other hand, needs a much finer mesh also at the walls. The hybrid URANS-LES
method are capable of capturing the flow field accurately even with the coarse resolution.
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2.2 Paper B
Paper B is assigned to assess the ability of the scale-adaptive simulation (SAS) method
to capture the vortex breakdown in highly swirling flows. The strongly swirling turbulent
flow through an abrupt expansion is investigated using LES and SAS, to shed more light
on the stagnation region and the helical precessing vortex. It is known that the large-
scale helical vortex can be captured by the conventional URANS models. However, the
spurious suppression of the small-scale structures should be avoided using less diffusive
methods. The dynamics of the flow is studied at two Reynolds numbers, Re = 6.0× 104

and Re = 105, at an almost constant high swirl number of Sr ∼ 1.2. The time-averaged
velocity field and the root mean square of the velocity fluctuations are validated and
investigated quantitatively. The flow with the lower Reynolds number gives a weaker
outburst, while the frequency of the structures seems to be constant for a constant high
swirl number. Both models are capable of capturing the physics of the flow, while SAS
predicts turbulent structures better than LES immediately after the expansion using a
relatively coarse mesh. The case with Re = 6.0×104 has larger flow structures, for which
LES presents a better agreement with the experimental results compared with the other
operation condition, Re = 105. The SAS model has an extra term in the “ω” equation
which is responsible for detecting the unsteadiness. The SAS term switches itself on and
increases “ω”. This leads to resolve the turbulent structures especially in the region after
the expansion. The SAS method predicts the highly swirling flows at moderately high
Reynolds numbers better than LES using a relatively coarse resolution.
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2.3 Paper C
Paper C delineates the physics of the highly swirling turbulent flow through a suddenly
expanding circular pipe, using a wide range of operating conditions and advanced turbu-
lence treatments. The delayed DES Spalart-Allmaras (DDES-SA), improved DDES-SA
(IDDES-SA), a dynamic k-equation LES (oneEqLES), dynamic Smagorinsky LES (dynS-
magLES) and implicit LES with van Leer discretization (vanLeerILES) are scrutinized.
A comprehensive mesh study is carried out and the results are validated with experi-
mental data. The LES and DES results of different operating conditions are compared
and described qualitatively and quantitatively. The features of the flows are distin-
guished mainly owing to different level of the centrifugal force for different swirls. The
numerical results capture the vortex breakdown with its characteristic helical core, the
Taylor-Görtler and the turbulence structures. The hybrid behavior of DDES-SA and
IDDES-SA is discussed. The results confirm that LES and DES are capable of capturing
the turbulence intensity, the turbulence production. and the anisotropy of the flow fields.
The DDES-SA model is capable of capturing the physics of the flow with reasonable ac-
curacy while still being sensitive to the wall-parallel resolution. The IDDES-SA behaves
as a wall-modeled LES in the flows with high recirculation level although, no turbulent
content is applied at the inlet. The distribution of the on-axis recirculation region varies
with different Re and Sr. The intertwined nature of the coherent structure due to the
vortex breakdown is wider and steeper for higher Re and Sr.

The dominant frequency of the flow, due to the precessing helical vortex, is insensitive
to Re and Sr about unity. The level of the turbulence and the turbulence production
increases remarkably with the swirl number, while the state of isotropy is not susceptible
to Re and Sr. The flow is anisotropic immediately after expansion, while it further down-
stream rapidly becomes isotropic due to the redistribution between velocity fluctuations.
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2.4 Paper D
Paper D presents a series of numerical simulation to study a highly swirling turbulent
flow generated by the rotor-stator interaction. Four high-Reynolds number URANS, two
low-Reynolds number URANS, three hybrid URANS-LES, and one LES turbulence mod-
els are scrutinized. These are standard k− ε, SST k−ω, realizable k− ε and RNG k− ε,
Launder-Sharma k − ε and Lien-Cubic k − ε, three hybrid URANS-LES, delayed DES
Spalart-Allmaras (DDES-SA), DDES SST k − ω (DDES-SST) and improved DDES-SA
(IDDES-SA). The purpose is to understand effect of turbulence models in a swirling flow
with a high level of unsteadiness, large pressure pulsations, and a significant level of gen-
eration and dissipation of turbulence in the main stream. In addition, a mesh resolution
study is performed and the effects of boundary conditions on the flow are analyzed. The
URANS models are capable of capturing the main feature of this flow, the vortex rope,
which is formed by the strong centrifugal force. The force forms an on-axis recirculation
region, which its size is overestimated by the URANS models. Although the low-Reynolds
formulations treat the wall-effect in inter-blade passages more accurately, they still en-
counter difficulty to predict the size of the recirculation region. The anisotropy study
of the flow shows that the conventional URANS models are inappropriate for such a
swirling flow. The runner rotational fluctuation is a source of error which is absent in
the numerical simulations. The turbulent structures in the runner affects the separation
from the runner blade. These coherent and turbulent structures determine the character
of the vortex rope and its disintegration. The hybrid method predicts these aspect of
the flow reasonably well. The mesh generation is a vital part of the solution because the
cells quality influences the flow circumstances qualitatively and quantitatively.
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2.5 Paper E
Paper E presents the results of a rotation/curvature correction term, which is imple-
mented with the shear stress transport model. The effects of curvature on turbulence
quantities and the performance of added functionality of the SST k − ω with curvature
corrector (SST-CC) model are explored. Turbulence-resolving simulations predict the
flows in a swirl generator, resembling a Francis turbine working at 70% of the design
point, and the Francis-99 working at the best efficiency point. Different quantities are
compared with the results of the RNG k − ε and SST k − ω models. The RNG k − ε,
SST k − ω and SST-CC models are applied using wall functions with 30 < y+ < 200.
The flows contain different levels of swirl and pressure pulsations. The results show that
the SST-CC model presents a major improvement in predicting the on-axis recirculation
region in the swirl generator. The SST-CC results are very similar to those of the other
models for Francis-99. The SST-CC model predicts turbulence quantities very well in
the middle of the on-axis recirculation region in the swirl generator but not at the en-
trance of the draft tube. It means that the multiplier fr1 does not act very well at the
annular section of the draft tube where the swirl is quite strong. The model is tuned
by manipulating the cr3 constant by ±20% in the production multiplier of fr1. Some
questions about fr1 still remain since the model does not capture unsteadiness in the
upstream region of the draft tube. The study shows that the tuning of the model does
not improve the quality of the results.
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2.6 Paper F
Paper F provides a survey of the behavior of the vortex in a diffuser downstream a
swirl generator, and assesses the ability of the URANS and hybrid URANS-LES mod-
els to predict the flow features. The flow unsteadiness generated in a swirl apparatus
is investigated experimentally and numerically. The swirl apparatus has two parts: a
swirl generator and a test section. The swirl generator which includes two blade rows,
one stationary and one rotating, is designed such that the emanating flow at free runner
rotational speed resembles that of a Francis hydro turbine operated at partial discharge.
The test section consists of a conical diffuser similar to the draft tube cone of a Francis
turbine. Several swirling flow regimes are produced and the LDA measurements are per-
formed along three survey axes in the test section for different runner rotational speeds,
[400rpm-920rpm], with a constant flow rate, 30 l/s. The experimental results show that
the largest on-axis recirculation region, the largest precessing vortex rope, and the high-
est level of velocity fluctuations occur at the lowest rotational speed and the precessing
vortex rope counter-rotates the runner. The experimental results of 600rpm operating
condition show the lowest level of velocity fluctuations and a swirl that counter-rotates
the runner in the on-axis stagnant region and co-rotates the runner in the outer region.
The flow at 920rpm presents the narrowest on-axis recirculation region with a high level
of velocity fluctuations in the draft tube. There is a strong vortex breakdown and a
plunging motion of the vortex rope. The rotor-stator interaction is included when nu-
merically reproducing the physics of the helical vortex in the draft tube. The results
show that the rotor-stator interaction is necessary to capture the complexity of the flow
structures. It is shown that the shape of the blade plays a more important role at 400rpm.
The measured mean velocity components and its fluctuating parts are used to validate
the results of unsteady numerical simulations, conducted using the FOAM-extend-3.0
CFD code. The RNG k− ε model reasonably predicts the main flow features in the draft
tube at 600rpm, while the model overpredicts the on-axis recirculation region at the
other rotational speeds. Since the linear eddy-viscosity models link the turbulent stress
tensor and the mean strain rate they fail to model flows with a moderate or high level of
swirl. The switching between URANS and LES modes in the DDES method suited well
for internal flows with large vortical structures. The DDES-SA model presents realistic
results also for 920rpm. The DDES-SA model predicts the resolved velocity fluctuations
qualitatively correct downstream the runner. The total velocity fluctuations are in good
agreement with experimental results. The numerical studies show that the wakes of the
blades lose their coherence much faster at 400rpm than 920rpm. The predicted turbu-
lent quantities are qualitatively and quantitatively correct at the throat. The DDES-SA
model slightly underestimates the frequency of the precessing vortex rope at 400rpm and
920rpm.
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2.7 Paper G
Paper G plausibly investigates the U9 Kaplan turbine model at two operating conditions
using the conventional and non-conventional URANS models and a hybrid URANS-LES
method. All clearances are included in the computational domain, such as the guide
vane clearances, the runner blade tip-clearances, and the runner blade hub-clearances at
both the leading and trailing edges. High-quality block-structured meshes are used to
simulate the flow at the best efficiency point (BEP) and part load (PL) conditions with
Re = 1.6×106 and Sr = 0.25, and Re = 1.39×106 and Sr = 0.6, respectively. The swirl
number, Sr, is moderately low at BEP so that no vortex breakdown occurs, while it is
high enough at PL to create a helical precessing vortex rope due to the vortex breakdown.
The RNG k − ε model is employed as a conventional eddy-viscosity model. The explicit
algebraic Reynolds stress model coupled with the SST k−ω model (EARSM) and the SST
k−ω model with curvature correction modeling (SSTCC) are implemented and evaluated,
as non-conventional URANS models. They are relatively easy to implement, economically
tenable, and include more physics than the conventional turbulence models. The delayed
detached eddy simulation method, coupled with the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model
(DDES-SA) is applied to gain a deep insight of the details of the flows. The DDES-SA
simulations resolve the turbulent structures in the free-stream, but are three orders of
magnitude more expensive than its URANS counterparts. The mean velocity components
and their fluctuating parts are validated using experimental data. The URANS models
are consistent with respect to the mean velocity at BEP, while only the non-conventional
URANS models predict the mean velocity well at PL. At BEP, all turbulence models
capture the structures in the flow field, such as the tip vortex, the hub vortices, the
wakes of the blades and the on-axis structure. The hub jet affects the flow remarkably
at this condition. The numerical results predict the jet and the tip-leakage flow very
well. The RNG k − ε model particularly fails to capture the velocity fluctuations at
BEP, while the non-conventional URANS models resolve the fluctuations remarkably
well. The DDES-SA model predicts the mean velocity very well both at BEP and PL.
The model accurately resolves the velocity fluctuations at BEP, while they are slightly
underpredicted at PL. The non-conventional eddy-viscosity models EARSM and SSTCC
slightly overpredict the recirculation region and capture a well resolved vortex rope. The
RNG k− ε model captures the vortex rope, but predicts a four times wider recirculation
region. The URANS models treat the boundary layers using the log-law wall-function,
therefore the mesh generation process is more convenient than that for DDES-SA. The
flow at PL is not in equilibrium close to the wall, and therefore a wall-function which
includes non-equilibrium condition will improve the quality of the URANS models results.

Hybrid URANS-LES of such flows is still too expensive for industry. The costs of the
hybrid URANS-LES method make it hard to use and push the researchers to stick to
URANS. Thus, the use and development of non-conventional URANS and wall-functions
which captures more physics, are still needed.
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2.8 Paper H
Paper H presents a control technique to prevent or mitigate the vortex breakdown in the
draft tube. The vortex rope in a conical diffuser of a swirl generator is controlled using
continuous slot jets with different momentum fluxes and angles injected from the runner
crown. The swirl generator is designed so that the flows without flow control resemble
those different operating conditions of a Francis turbine. The study is undertaken with
numerical modeling using the hybrid URANS-LES method. The comprehensive studies of
Javadi and Nilsson (Flow Turbul. combust., 2015), and Javadi, Bosioc, Nilsson, Muntean
and Susan-Resiga (ASME J. Fluids Eng., 2016) are considered as the base flows, and
the effectiveness of the flow control technique used in the present work is compared with
the validated numerical results presented in those studies. The base flows at two runner
rotational speeds, 400rpm and 920rpm, are considered. Seven jets are studied, with
different momentum fluxes, angles and positions. It is shown that

• For 400rpm, C3 is the jet with (U+
r , U+

θ , U+
a ) = ( 0, 2.62, 1.31 ) at position 1 and

it shrinks the vortex rope more than what C6 with (U+
r , U+

θ , U+
a ) = ( 0, 2.62, 1.31

) and C7 with (U+
r , U+

θ , U+
a ) = ( 0, 2.62, 3.93 ) do at position 2.

• For 920rpm, C1 is the jet with (U+
r , U+

θ , U+
a ) = ( 0, -2.62, 1.31 ) and C2 is the

jet with (U+
r , U+

θ , U+
a ) = ( 0, -2.62, 2.62 ) at position 1. They shrink the vortex

rope more effectively than what C4 with (U+
r , U+

θ , U+
a ) = ( 0, -2.62, 1.31 ) and

C5 with (U+
r , U+

θ , U+
a ) = ( 0, -2.62, 3.93 ) do at position 2, because the jet at

position 2 deals with a stronger swirl than that the jet does at position 1.

• The jet at position 1 is more effective than that at position 2.

• The tangential jet component is more important than the axial jet component in
terms of shrinking the vortex rope.

The jet C1 can be considered as the most effective case in shrinking the vortex rope, and
thus decreasing the velocity fluctuations and pressure pulsation. The best case studied in
the present work is the jet of C1 with the volume flow rate of less than 3% of the discharge
of the swirl generator. Thus, the injection of a continuous circumferential slot jet in the
opposite direction of the main swirl of the flow is remarkably effective in shrinking the
vortex rope. The momentum flux, the jet angle, and the jet position are decisive factors
in the effectiveness of the technique.
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3 Conclusion
A wide range of turbulence-resolving simulations is undertaken to investigate the swirling
flows. The conventional and non-conventional URANS models, the hybrid URANS-LES
methods and LES are implemented and scrutinized in different geometries and operat-
ing conditions. The strongly swirling turbulent flows through an abrupt expansion are
explored using the DDES, SAS and LES methods. The DDES method is appropriate to
predict highly swirling flows, while the method is still sensitive to the wall-parallel reso-
lutions in highly swirling flows. The model does not switch to the LES mode for a coarse
wall-parallel resolution. The switching between URANS and LES modes in the DDES
method suited well for internal flows with large vortical structures. The SAS method
has an extra term in the ω equation, which is responsible for detecting the unsteadiness.
The flow field after expansion is intertwined and unsteady. The SAS term switches it-
self on and increases the ω. This leads to decrease the turbulent viscosity especially in
the region after expansion. The SAS method predicts the flow field better than LES
using a relatively coarse mesh. The SAS method encounters difficulties to detect the
unfixed separation line from the hub in flow fields with high level of swirl. The state of
turbulence in highly swirling flows is two-component dominated close to walls, which is
why the log-law wall-function fails to realistically model the flow. A better choice is to
use a wall-function which includes the non-equilibrium effects to model the flow more
realistically.

A swirl generator with two types of guide vanes is investigated in different operating
conditions using the rotor-stator interaction. The linear eddy-viscosity models reason-
ably predict the main flow features of the flow at the best efficiency point condition in the
draft tube when the Sr is moderately low. The models overpredict the size of the on-axis
recirculation region when the Sr exceeds a certain level at high- and part-load conditions.
The low-Reynolds number turbulence models are also studied and it is shown that the
models overpredicts the size of the on-axis recirculation region. Since the linear eddy-
viscosity models link the turbulent stress tensor and the mean strain rate they fail to
model flows with a moderate or high level of swirl. The non-conventional eddy-viscosity
models slightly overpredict the recirculation region and capture a well resolved vortex
rope.

The experience gained with the investigation of the swirl generator is used to study
the U9 Kaplan turbine model in different operating conditions. The conventional and
non-conventional URANS models, and the DDES method are scrutinized using the rotor-
stator interaction. The DDES method plausibly predicts the highly swirling flow in the
U9 Kaplan turbine model, while the simulation is three orders of magnitude more ex-
pensive than its URANS counterparts.

Hybrid URANS-LES of such flows is still too expensive for industry. The costs of the
hybrid URANS-LES method make it hard to use and push the researchers to stick to
URANS. Thus, the use and development of non-conventional URANS and wall-functions
which captures more physics, are still needed.
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A.1 Elliptic-blending Reynolds Stress Model (EBRSM)

A.1.1 Introduction

Modeling the effects of solid walls on adjacent turbulent flows has long been—and still
is—a major challenge. The problem is equally acute in one-point and two-point statistical
closures, as it is in spectral modeling or large-eddy simulations (LES). Indeed, the hypothe-
ses underlying existing one-point turbulence closure models, e.g., high Reynolds number,
local isotropy, quasi-homogeneity, are not valid in the presence of a wall. Hence, near-wall
modifications are necessary in order to make them comply with the near-wall behavior of
turbulence.

In this contribution, Elliptic Blending Reynolds stress model (EBRSM) proposed by
Manceau and Hanjalić [7] is implemented and verified in various flow fields. To blend the
consistency and accuracy for industrial applications and simplicity of the model, EBRSM
follows the elliptic blending model of Durbin [1]. Durbin’s model enables the integration
down to the wall, with acceptable grid density. The method, applied to Reynolds stress
models, has a solid theoretical basis, but implies six additional equations, which impedes
its spreading into the industry. The main problem is not the increased cost due to the
number of equations, but rather the complexity of the implementation and the stability
problems: the boundary conditions for the additional equations are a major source of
numerical instability. The EBRSM reduces the number of equations in Durbin’s Reynolds
stress model and thus to reduce the complexity of the model.

A.1.1.1 The Physics of Wall Effects on Turbulence

A solid wall exerts multiple effects on fluid flow and turbulence. There are two fundamental
mechanisms by which a solid boundary affects turbulence : (i) generation of a mean velocity
gradient (via the no-slip condition) which, upon interaction with turbulent shear stress,
supplies energy to turbulence ; and (ii) suppression (or blocking) of velocity fluctuations
in its vicinity. The first effect can be regarded as dynamical and the second effect may be
viewed as primarily kinematic. Here, it is hypothesized that the two effects are separate
in affecting flow dynamics.

There is evidence that both the hairpins and streaks may be due to the effect of shear
rate rather than due to the suppression of turbulence by the wall. For example, Uzkan and
Reynolds [2] conducted a shear-free turbulent boundary-layer experiment by passing grid-
generated turbulence over a moving wall. When the speed of the moving wall was matched
to that of the free stream, a shear-free boundary layer was produced and the near-wall
streaks disappeared in the absence of mean shear. A related experiment was performed
by Thomas and Hancock [3] at a higher Reynolds number. Rogers and Moin [4], using
direct numerical simulation of a homogeneous shear flow, found the presence of hairpin
vortices similar to those observed in the logarithmic layer of wall-bounded turbulent flows.
However, their computed velocity patterns did not reveal elongated streaky structures; in
fact, the shear rate in their computation was comparable with that in the logarithmic layer
of a turbulent boundary layer. It should be noted that in a homogeneous turbulent flow
there is no solid boundary to suppress velocity fluctuations.



The effect of blocking velocity fluctuations near a surface leads to a net transfer of
energy from the vertical component of turbulence to the horizontal components [5]. This
redistribution effect appears to be the reason why the vertical component of the pressure-
strain-rate term, p∂v/∂y, changes sign in the vicinity of the surface [6]. However, the
effect of the boundary is not important for small eddies at y ≥ L, where L is the integral
length scale. A physically consistent model ought to account separately for each of the
effects mentioned, something that is difficult to achieve with a limited number of flow and
turbulence parameters that are at one’s disposal in one-point turbulence models, regardless
of their level. Thus, the behavior of the flow should be taken into account in correct
modelling of the wall effects.

Most models of near-wall turbulence do not distinguish the viscous from nonviscous
effects and usually apply empirical damping functions in terms of local turbulence Reynolds
numbers and often of wall distance by which to account for the total wall effect. Needless
to say, such models cannot perform well in situations where one or the other effect is absent
or is of less importance (e.g., viscous and transitional regions in flows away from a solid wall
unaffected by blocking, or flows with liquid–gas interface where the kinematic blocking is
the sole cause of turbulence modification). A better approach should considered to account
for both effects.

A.1.1.2 Rationale of Elliptic Blending Model

The elliptic blending model reduces the number of equations in Durbin’s Reynolds stress
model and thus the complexity of the model. Durbin’s model with six elliptic differential
equations with boundary conditions enables the reproduction of the near-wall behavior of
the redistribution term. These equations have then the purely geometrical effect, with a
unique length scale, L. Their role is to enforce the redistribution terms to comply with
their near-wall limiting behavior. It is, therefore, expected that the same effect could be
reproduced with only one elliptic equation, α −∇2α = 1/k, where α is elliptic function
and k is the turbulent kinetic energy.

The Reynolds stresses behave as y2 , if y represents the direction normal to a wall located
in y=0 (the behaviour in yn , with n > 2, is due to the blockage effect). The boundary
condition uiuj = 0 is not sufficient to impose this behaviour, which requires the correct
reproduction of the balance between viscous diffusion and dissipation in the Reynolds stress
transport equations in the vicinity of the wall. This requirement is consequently linked to
the correct modelling of the dissipation tensor: since the viscous damping also suppresses
the scale separation between energetic and dissipative structures, the anisotropy of the
dissipation tensor cannot be neglected. In practice, the correct asymptotic behaviour is
obtained in near-wall Reynolds-stress models by choosing a model for the dissipation tensor
that satisfies

lim
y→0

εij = 2ν lim
y→0

uiuj
y2

. (1)

The implementation of the boundary condition for ε in the OpenFOAM-2.3x code is

forAll(mesh_.boundary(),i)}

{

if(mesh_.boundary()[i].type()=="wall")

{

2



scalarField & refepsilonboundary = epsilon_.boundaryField()[i];

scalarField knearwall = k_.boundaryField()[i].patchInternalField();

epsilon_.boundaryField()[i].patchInternalField()=

2.0/nearWallDist(mesh_).y()[i]/nearWallDist(mesh_).y()[i]

*nu()*mag(knearwall);

}

}.

For a free-slip surface, components u2 and w2 behave as y0 and v2 as y2; for a no-slip
surface, this asymptotic behaviour is changed to y2 and y4, respectively. In all cases, the
most important effect to take into account is the fact that v2 is negligible compared to the
other normal stresses, such that turbulence reaches a two-component limit in the vicinity
of the surface. In the case of a no-slip wall, one of the main difficulties lies in the particular
scales of this phenomenon, linked to the non-locality of the fluctuating pressure, at the
origin of a sensitivity of turbulence to the blockage effect up to a distance to the wall much
larger than the thickness of the viscous sublayer. In order to model this blockage effect, the
correct reproduction of the near-wall balance between viscous diffusion and dissipation, Eq.
1, is not sufficient: the asymptotic behaviour of the velocity-pressure gradient correlation
term must be accounted for. This is the main purpose of the Elliptic Blending method.

The presence of a wall induces an increase of pressure fluctuations, called the wall-echo
effect. In RANS modelling, the wall echo effect specifically denotes the consequence of the
existence of this echo for the velocity-pressure gradient correlation involved in the Reynolds
stress transport equations. The wall blockage and the wall echo are always coupled. In
terms of modelling, it is important to remark that the two effects have opposite influences
on pressure-strain term in most of the near-wall region, in particular for its redistributive
part.

The main objective of Elliptic Relaxation and Elliptic Blending approaches is to account
for the influence of the wall blockage on the energy redistribution towards the wall-normal
component, which is necessary to reproduce the two-component limit of turbulence.

A.1.2 The Elliptic Blending Approach

Equation 2 shows the pressure-strain term in the EBRSM,

φij = (1− α3)φwij + α3φhij, (2)

where φhij is a standard model of the rapid part in the pressure-strain term. The main
feature of Elliptic Blending, the reproduction of the blockage effect, is due to the fact that
the elliptic operator ensures a smooth relaxation from the correct asymptotic behaviour
of φij, pressure-strain term, imposed by the boundary conditions to the standard model
φhij, see Eq. 2. Manceau and Hanjalić [7] proposed the Elliptic Blending approach, for the
purpose of building a model preserving the desirable features of Elliptic relaxation.

The method consists in ensuring the transition from the near wall to the weakly inho-
mogeneous behaviour using a single scalar function, α in Eq. 2, which must tend to 0 at
the wall and to 1 far from the wall. The near-wall form of the pressure-strain term is φwij.
The function α reads
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α− L2∇2α = 1. (3)

The implementation in the code is

tmp<fvScalarMatrix> alphaEqn

(

fvm::Sp(OneoverL2,alpha_)

-fvm::laplacian(One,alpha_)

==

OneoverL2

);

alphaEqn().relax();

solve(alphaEqn);

where OneoverL2 is

volScalarField OneoverL2 =1./(L*L);

with the boundary condition α = 0 at the wall. The solution of this equation goes to zero
at the wall and to one far from the wall, thus providing the appropriate blending between
the two formulations φhij and φwij. The thickness of the region of influence of the near-wall
model is driven by the length scale L,

L = CLmax

(
k3/2

ε
, Cη

ν3/4

ε1/4

)
, (4)

which is implemented in the code as

volScalarField L = CL * max(pow(k_,1.5)/epsilon_,

Ceta * pow(nu(), 0.75)/pow(epsilon_,0.25));

where CL and Cη are constant.
The term φhij in Eq. 2 reads

φhij = −
(
g1 + g∗1

P

ε

)
εaij + g2ε

(
aikakj −

1

3
aklaklδij

)
+ (g3 − g∗3

√
aklakl) kSij

+g4k

(
aikSjk + ajkSik −

2

3
almSlmδij

)
+g5k (aikWjk + ajkWik) ,

(5)

where aij = uiuj/2k − δij/3 is the anisotropy tensor, Sij is the strain rate tensor and Wij

is the vorticity tensor, P is the the trace of production tensor.
Note that in this version of the model g2 = 0. Now, the model is not very sensitive

to a coarsening of the near-wall mesh, as long as the first point is located in the viscous
sublayer (y+ < 5). To introduce φhij, the strain and vorticity rates are needed. They are
implemented as

4



volTensorField gradU = fvc::grad(U_);

volTensorField S = 0.5*((gradU.T()+gradU));

volSymmTensorField Ssym = symm(S);

volTensorField W = 0.5*((gradU.T()-gradU));

where S and W are strain and vorticity, respectively. The anisotropy and pressure-strain
terms are implemented as

volSymmTensorField a = dev(R_)/tr(R_);

volSymmTensorField isotrope =

1.0/3.0*alpha_*alpha_*alpha_*(g1*epsilon_ + g1star*G)*I;

volScalarField anisotrope =

alpha_*alpha_*alpha_*(g1*epsilon_ + g1star*G)/2.0/k_;

volSymmTensorField phih =

k_*symm(S*(g3-g3star*sqrt(a&&a)))

+g4*k_*(twoSymm(a & S) - 2.0/3.0*I* (a && S) )

+g5*k_*twoSymm(a & W.T());

where isotrope and anisotrope are the diagonal and deviatoric parts of first term in φhij,
respectively.

The term φwij in Eq. 2 reads

φwij = −5
ε

k

(
uiuknjnk + ujuknink −

1

2
uiuknknlnjnj −

1

2
ukulnknlδij

)
, (6)

where n is wall normal vector which reads

n =
∇α
‖∇α‖

, (7)

where the implementation of ∇α and n is

volVectorField gradalpha = fvc::grad(alpha_);

volVectorField n = gradalpha/mag(gradalpha);

where n is used to implement other terms of the pressure-strain term.
Different terms of φwij and φij are implemented as

volVectorField Rn = R_&n;

volTensorField Rnn = Rn*n;

volSymmTensorField phiw = -5.0*epsilon_/k_*

symm(

(Rnn + Rnn.T() -0.5*((R_ & n & n)* (n*n + I)))

);

volSymmTensorField phi =

(One - alpha_*alpha_*alpha_)* phiw

+ alpha_*alpha_*alpha_*phih;
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where phi corresponds with φ (the pressure-strain term).

A.1.3 Elliptic Blending Reynolds-stress Model

The Reynolds-stress transport equation reads

Duiuj
Dt

= Pij +Dν
ij +DT

ij + φij − εij, (8)

where Pij, D
ν
ij, D

T
ij, φij and εij stands for the production, the molecular diffusion, the

turbulent diffusion, the pressure-strain correlation and the dissipation tensor, respectively.
The implementation of the pressure-strain term is discussed in section 2. The implemen-
tation of the other terms are discussed in this section. The turbulent diffusion is given
by

DT
ij =

∂

∂xl

(
Cµ
σk
ulumT

∂uiuj
∂xm

)
. (9)

This term is implemented in the Reynolds-stresses equation at the end of this section.
The dissipation tensor is given by

εij =
(
1− α3

) uiuj
k
ε+

2

3
α3εδij. (10)

The implementation of the dissipation tensor is done as

volScalarField epsilonterm1 =

(One- alpha_*alpha_*alpha_)*epsilon_/k_;

volSymmTensorField epsilonterm2 =

2.0/3.0 * I* alpha_*alpha_*alpha_*epsilon_

+ 0.0*((One- alpha_*alpha_*alpha_)*epsilon_/k_)*R_;

where, One is a scalar 1 and epsilon_ is calculated from the dissipation equation in the
following.
Time scale is given by

T = max

(
k

ε
, CT

(ν
ε

)1/2
)
, (11)

which is implemented as

volScalarField TEBM = max(k_/epsilon_, CT * sqrt(nu()/epsilon_));

where CT is constant. The time scale is used both in dissipation and Reynolds stress
equations.

The dissipation equation is given by

Dε

Dt
=
C

′
ε1P − Cε2ε

T
+

∂

∂xl

(
Cµ
σε
ulumT

∂ε

∂xm

)
+ ν

∂2ε

∂xk∂xk
(12)

C
′

ε1 = Cε1

[
1 + A1(1− α3)

P

ε

]
(13)

where, C
′
ε1 given by Eq. 13 is implemented as

6



volScalarField Cepsilon1bar =

Cepsilon1* (1.0 + A1*(One-alpha_*alpha_*alpha_)

*(G/epsilon_));.

The dissipation equation, Eq. 12, is implemented as

tmp<fvScalarMatrix> epsEqn

(

fvm::ddt(epsilon_)

+ fvm::div(phi_, epsilon_)

- fvm::Sp(fvc::div(phi_), epsilon_)

- fvm::laplacian(CMu/sigmaepsilon*R_*TEBM, epsilon_)

- fvm::laplacian(nu(), epsilon_)

==

- fvm::Sp(Cepsilon2/TEBM, epsilon_)

+ Cepsilon1bar*G/TEBM

);

epsEqn().relax();

solve(epsEqn);

where the two laplacian terms on the right-hand side are turbulent and viscous diffusion,
respectively.

The implementation of the Reynolds-stress equation, Eq. 8, is done as

tmp<fvSymmTensorMatrix> REqn

(

fvm::ddt(R_)

+ fvm::div(phi_, R_)

- fvm::Sp(fvc::div(phi_), R_)

- fvm::laplacian(nu(), R_)

- fvm::laplacian(CMu/sigmak*TEBM*R_,R_)

+ fvm::Sp(anisotrope, R_)

+ fvm::Sp(epsilonterm1, R_)

==

P

+ isotrope

- epsilonterm2

+ phistar

);

REqn().relax();

solve(REqn);

where terms on the right-hand side of the equation is introduced implicitly.
The coefficients are given by
g1 = 3.4, g∗1 = 1.8, g3 = 0.8, g∗3 = 1.3, g4 = 1.25, g5 = 0.4,
Cµ = 0.21, σk = 1.0, CT = 6.0, CL = 0.133, Cη = 80.0, Cε1 = 1.44,
Cε2 = 1.83, A1 = 0.065, σε = 1.15.
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Figure 1: Reynolds stresses in the channel, Reτ = 590.

a) Mean streamwise velocity b) Mean wall normal velocity

c) Mean streamwise velocity fluctuation

Figure 2: a) streamwise mean velocity b) wall normal mean velocity c) streamwise Reynolds
stress over the periodic hill, marker: experiments, solid line: EBRSM.

A.1.4 Validation of the Implementation

The implementation is validated with four test cases
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Figure 3: a) streamwise mean velocity b) Reynolds stresses in the asymmetric diffuser

• channel flow with Reτ = 590

• periodic hill with Re = 10595

• a symmetric diffuser with Re = 18000

• Dellenback abrupt expansion with Re = 100000, Sr = 1.23.

The calculations reported herein are made using the finite-volume method in the OpenFOAM-
2.3x CFD code. The second-order central differencing scheme is used to discretize the dif-
fusion terms. The linear-upwind differencing is used to approximate the convection term.
Time marching is performed with an implicit second-order accurate backward differentia-
tion scheme. The solver used in all simulations is pisoFoam.

A.1.4.1 Channel Flow

The Reynolds number based on the wall stress is Reτ = 595. Periodic boundary conditions
are applied in the streamwise direction. The mesh is Nx × Ny = 80 × 5. The pressure
gradient that drives the flow is adjusted dynamically to maintain a constant mass flux
through the channel. The results are compared with the DNS of Moser et al. [9], see Fig.
1.
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A.1.4.2 Periodic Hill

The Reynolds number, Re = 10595 is based on the hill height h, the bulk velocity taken
at the crest of the first hill, and the laminar viscosity. The domain dimensions are 9.0h×
3.036h, h = 28mm and the flow is periodic in the streamwise direction. The mesh is
Nx ×Ny = 87× 85. The cyclic boundary condition with constant bulk velocity is applied
at the inlet. The results are compared with the LES results of Frohlich et al. [8], see Fig.
2.

A.1.4.3 Asymmetric Diffuser

The configuration is an asymmetric plane diffuser, see Fig. 3, with a Reynolds number of
Re = Ub,inH/ν = 18000 ( Hin = 1). The diffuser angle is 10◦. The mesh is Nx × Ny =
2070 × 80. The homogeneous Neumann is applied for the turbulence quantities at the
outlet boundary. The inletOutlet condition, which is the homogeneous Neumann condition
with a limitation of no backflow, is applied at the outlet boundary for the velocity. The
homogeneous Neumann condition is applied for the pressure at all boundaries. The results
are compared with the experimental study of Buice and Eaton [10], see Fig. 3.

A.1.4.4 Dellenback Abrupt Expansion

The case studied in the present work is the swirling flow through a sudden 1:2 axisymmetric
expansion that was experimentally examined by Dellenback et al. [12]. The origin is located
on the centerline at the expansion. The inlet Reynolds number is 105, and the swirl number
is 1.23. For more details about flow configuration and boundary conditions see Javadi and
Nilsson ref. [11]. The mesh consists of 1.8×106 cells with 4.5×105 cells in the upstream of
the expansion. Figure 4 shows the mean velocity and velocity fluctuation root mean square
at z/D = 0.25. The EBRSM results show good agreement with experimental results. The
main character of the flow, the vortex breakdown, is captured very well.
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Figure 4: a) axial, W, and tangential, U, mean velocity normalized by bulk velocity at
z/D = 0.25, b) axial, Wrms, and tangential, Urms, velocity fluctuation root mean square
normalized by bulk velocity at the inlet,
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A.2 The Partial Integrated Transport Model based on

EBRSM

In this section the methodology of a seamless hybrid URANS-LES and its extensions into
the EBRSM is discussed. The readers are referred to follow original articles for a detailed
presentation of all the steps of the derivation of this approach [13, 14].

The EBRSM is adapted with the hybrid URANS-LES approach using the partial in-
tegrated transport model (PITM) methodology. In the PITM approach initially proposed
by Schiestel and Dejoan [13], the amount of resolved energy is to be controlled by making
the equations of the model dependent on the filter width. This can be achieved by using
a transport equation for the dissipation rate that is a modification of the usual equation
used in URANS. In order to reproduce the complex production and redistribution when the
cutoff wavenumber, κc, is located in the productive zone of the turbulent energy spectrum,
the model is based on transport equations for the subgrid-stress tensor, see Fig. 5. The
cutoff wavenumber, κc, and thus the transition from URANS to LES is controlled by mak-
ing the Cε2 coefficient in the dissipation equation of a URANS model a function of κc. As
a result of modeling in spectral space, with a variable cutoff wavenumber κc, compatibility
is guaranteed with URANS (κc → 0) and LES. When the cutoff wavenumber goes to zero,
such that all the turbulent scales are modeled. It is noteworthy that The total fluctuating
kinetic energy is defined by k = km + kr, which km is modeled part and kr is the resolved
part of the energy. Thus, the modifying of the destruction term in the dissipation equation
occurs by introducing the value C∗ε2,

C∗ε2 = Cε1 + r(Cε2 − Cε1), (14)

where Cε1 and Cε2 are constant and r = km/k is the ratio modeled energy over total energy,
which is dependent on the cutoff wavenumber. The parameter r controls the transition
from a URANS to a LES behavior, the URANS equation being recovered when r=1.
When r is reduced, typically around the value 0.2, the cutoff wavenumber is well in the
inertial range of the energy spectrum. When the mesh is locally coarse compared to a
LES mesh, the cutoff wavenumber can be located in the productive zone of the spectrum,
where equilibrium is rarely achieved, and in such a case, determining the length scale

Figure 5: (Color online) Definition of the wavenumbers κc and κd [14].
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through transport equations for dissipation and SGS energy (or SGS stresses) is crucial.
Furthermore, in the inertial range of the spectrum, second-moment closures and eddy-
viscosity models for the SGSs are equivalent, due to the equilibrium and the isotropy
pertaining to these scales. When the model is neither in RANS mode nor in LES mode,
i.e., when the cutoff wavenumber is in the productive region of the spectrum (VLES model),
the situation is different. The SGSs are subject to large-scale strain variations, and in such
a case, the eddy-viscosity models fail and, in particular, the phase lag between stress and
strain must be accounted for.

The implementation of the PITM methodology based on EBRSM is limited to solve
the transport equations a SGS and the new constants and the quantity r = km/k should
be considered as well. The pressure-strain term is

φijSGS
= (1− α3)φwij + α3φhij, (15)

where

φwij = −5
εSGS
kSGS

(
uiuknjnk + ujuknink −

1

2
uiuknknlnjnj −

1

2
ukulnknlδij

)
, (16)

and,

φhij = −
(
g1 + g∗1

PSGS
εSGS

)
εSGSaij + g2εSGS

(
aikakj −

1

3
aklaklδij

)
+ (g3 − g∗3

√
aklakl) kSGSSij

+g4kSGS

(
aikSjk + ajkSik −

2

3
almSlmδij

)
+g5kSGS (aikWjk + ajkWik) .

(17)

The dissipation tensor is given by

εijSGS
=
(
1− α3

) uiuj
kSGS

εSGS +
2

3
α3εSGSδij. (18)

The dissipation equation is given by

DεSGS
Dt

=
C

′
ε1PSGS − C∗ε2εSGS

T
+

∂

∂xl

(
Cµ
σεSGS

ulumT
∂εSGS
∂xm

)
+ ν

∂2εSGS
∂xk∂xk

(19)

where the time scale is

T = max

(
kSGS
εSGS

, CT

(
ν

εSGS

)1/2
)
, (20)

and,

C
′

ε1 = Cε1

[
1 + A1(1− α3)

√
kSGS

uiujninj

]
. (21)

The main problem in PITM is the calculation of r, which is the ratio of modeled energy
over total energy. Since the final value of the mean modeled, km and resolved,kr, parts of
kinetic energy are calculated when the simulation is finished, the value of C∗ε2, Eq. 14 is
calculated using a dynamic approach with following steps:
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• The energy ratio is monitored during the calculation by evaluating the resolved energy
and the total energy. This ratio is called the observed ratio, ro.

• This ratio is compared to the ratio used in which is called the target ratio, rt, which
reads

rt = min

[
1; (1− α2) + α2 1

β0η
2/3
0

]
, (22)

which β0 = 0.2 and η = π
∆
k3/2

ε
, ∆ is the filter width.

• The coefficient C∗ε2 entering the dissipation equation is replaced by C∗ε2 +δC∗ε2 in order
to drive the observed ratio toward the target ratio. The value δC∗ε2 reads

δC∗ε2 = 2 (C∗ε2 − 1)

(
rt

ro

)
. (23)

The implementation in the code is

volScalarField kr = 0.5*(UPrime2Mean_.component(tensor::XX)

+ UPrime2Mean_.component(tensor::YY)

+ UPrime2Mean_.component(tensor::ZZ));

const scalar pi (M_PI);

volScalarField eta = pi*pow(kMean_,1.5)/delta()/epsilonMean_;

volScalarField r0 = kMean_/(kr+kMean_);

volScalarField rt = min(One, (One-alpha_*alpha_)

+ alpha_*alpha_/beta0_/pow(eta, 0.667));

volScalarField Cepsilon2star =

Cepsilon1_ + rt*(Cepsilon2_-Cepsilon1_);

volScalarField deltaCepsilon2star =

2 * (Cepsilon2star-One)*(rt/r0-One);

Cepsilon2star = Cepsilon1_ + rt*(Cepsilon2_- Cepsilon1_)

+ deltaCepsilon2star;
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